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Abstrat
Non-linear eets in hadroni interations are treated by means of enhaned pomeron diagrams,
assuming that pomeron-pomeron oupling is dominated by soft partoni proesses. It is shown
that the approah allows to resolve a seeming ontradition between realisti parton momentum
distributions, measured in deep inelasti sattering experiments, and the energy behavior of total
proton-proton ross setion. Also a general onsisteny with both soft and hard diration data
is demonstrated. An important feature of the proposed sheme is that the ontribution of semi-
hard proesses to the interation eikonal ontains a signiant non-fatorizable part. On the other
hand, the approah preserves the QCD fatorization piture for inlusive high-pt jet prodution.
1 Introdution
One of the most important issues in high energy physis is the interplay between soft and hard
proesses in hadroni interations. The latter involve parton evolution in the region of ompar-
atively high virtualities q2 and an be treated within the perturbative QCD framework. Despite
the smallness of the running oupling αs(q
2) involved, orresponding ontributions are expeted to
dominate hadroni interations at suiently high energies, being enhaned by large parton multi-
pliities and by large logarithmi ratios of parton transverse and longitudinal momenta [1℄. On the
other hand, very peripheral hadroni ollisions are likely to remain governed by non-perturbative
soft partoni proesses, whose ontribution to elasti sattering amplitude thus remains signiant
even at very high energies. Furthermore, onsidering prodution of high transverse momentum
partiles, one may expet that a signiant part of the underlying parton asades, whih mediate
the interation, develops in the non-perturbative low virtuality region [2℄, apart from the fat that
additional soft re-sattering proesses may proeed in parallel to the mentioned semi-hard ones.
A popular sheme for a ombined desription of soft and hard proesses is the mini-jet approah
[3℄, employed in a number of Monte Carlo generators [4℄. There, one treats hadroni ollisions
within the eikonal framework, onsidering the interation eikonal to be the sum of soft and
semi-hard ontributions:
χad(s, b) =
1
2
σsoftad (s) Aad(b) +
1
2
σmini−jetad (s, pt,min) Aad(b) , (1)
where the overlap funtion Aad(b) is the onvolution of eletro-magneti form-fators of hadrons a
and d, Aad(b) =
∫
d2b′ T
e/m
a (b′) T
e/m
d (|~b−~b′|), σsoftad (s) - a parameterized soft parton ross setion,
and σmini−jetad (s, pt,min) is the inlusive ross setion for prodution of parton jets with transverse
momentum bigger than a hosen uto pt,min, for whih the leading logarithmi QCD result is
generally used.
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Qualitatively similar is the semi-hard pomeron sheme [5, 6℄, where hadroni interations are
treated within the Gribov's reggeon approah [7, 8℄ as multiple exhanges of soft and semi-hard
pomerons, the two objets orresponding to soft and semi-hard re-sattering proesses.
However, both approahes fae a fundamental diulty when onfronted with available experi-
mental data: it appears impossible to aommodate realisti parton momentum distributions, when
alulating the mini-jet ross setion σmini−jetad in (1), without being in ontradition with moder-
ately slow energy rise of total proton-proton ross setion. It seems natural to relate this problem
to the ontribution of non-linear parton proesses, whih are missing in the above-disussed eikonal
sheme. Indeed, the need for suh orretions appears quite evident when onsidering small x be-
havior of parton momentum distribution funtions (PDFs) at some nite virtuality sale Q2: due
to a fast inrease of, e.g., gluon PDF G(x,Q2) in the x→ 0 limit parton density in a restrited vol-
ume may reah arbitrarily large values [1℄. In the QCD framework one desribes non-linear parton
eets as merging of parton ladders, some typial ontributions shown in Fig. 1. In partiular, one
...
...
...
...
Figure 1: Examples of diagrams giving rise to non-linear parton eets; inreasing parton virtual-
ities are indiated as narrowing of the ladders.
may aount for suh orretions in the perturbative evolution of parton distributions, whih leads
to the saturation of parton densities [1, 9℄. Moving towards smaller and smaller parton momentum
frations x, one obtains a higher saturation sale Q2sat(x), with a dynamial parton evolution being
only possible in the region of suiently high virtualities |q|2 > Q2sat(x).
Using the mini-jet approah, one usually suggests some energy dependene for the transverse
momentum uto pt,min for mini-jet prodution, i.e. pt,min = pt,min(s), and proeeds further with
the usual eikonal expression (1). There, the pt-uto plays the role of an eetive saturation
sale, for whih a variety of empirial parameterizations has been proposed [10℄. The underlying
idea is to take eetively into aount the ontributions of diagrams of Fig. 1(left), where non-
linear orretions (merging ladders) an be absorbed into parton distributions. Unfortunately,
introduing suh empirial parameterizations for the pt-uto, one loses the onnetion to the
perturbative QCD and spoils preditive power of the method; the saturation sale is hosen
irrespetive the atual parton densities, whih depend on the parton momenta, on the entrality
of the interation, and on the projetile and target mass numbers in ase of nulear ollisions. On
the other hand, there is no good reason for keeping the simple relation (1) between the interation
eikonal and the mini-jet ross setion, when ontributions of graphs of Fig. 1(right) are taken into
aount.
In this paper a phenomenologial treatment of non-linear sreening orretions is developed in
the framework of Gribov's reggeon approah, desribing the latter by means of enhaned (pomeron-
pomeron interation) diagrams [11, 12, 13, 14℄. We employ the semi-hard pomeron approah, tak-
ing into aount both soft and semi-hard re-sattering proesses. Assuming that pomeron-pomeron
oupling is dominated by non-perturbative soft proesses and using a phenomenologial eikonal
parameterization for multi-pomeron verties, we aount for enhaned orretions to hadroni sat-
tering amplitude and to total and dirative struture funtions (SFs) F2, F
D(3)
2 . This allowed
us to obtain a onsistent desription of of total, elasti, and single diration proton-proton ross
2
setions, of the elasti sattering slope, and of the SFs, using a xed energy-independent virtuality
uto for semi-hard proesses. In partiular, we obtained signiant orretions to the simple fa-
torized expression (1), whih emerge from enhaned diagrams of the kind of Fig. 1(right), where
at least one pomeron (additional parton ladder) is exhanged in parallel to the hardest parton
sattering proess. On the other hand, due to the Abramovskii-Gribov-Kanheli (AGK) anella-
tions [15℄, suh diagrams do not ontribute signiantly to inlusive parton spetra and the usual
fatorization piture remains appliable for inlusive high pt jet prodution.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Setion 2 provides a brief overview of the semi-hard
pomeron approah. Setion 3 is devoted to the treatment of enhaned diagram ontributions.
Finally, the numerial results obtained are disussed in Setion 4.
2 Linear sheme
Using Gribov's reggeon approah [7℄, a high energy hadron-hadron ollision an be desribed as
a multiple sattering proess, with elementary re-satterings being treated phenomenologially as
pomeron exhanges, as shown in Fig. 2. Correspondingly, hadron a - hadron d elasti sattering
...
Figure 2: A general multi-pomeron ontribution to hadron-hadron sattering amplitude; elemen-
tary sattering proesses (vertial thik lines) are desribed as pomeron exhanges.
amplitude an be obtained summing over any number n of pomeron exhanges1 [8, 16℄:
i fad(s, b) =
∑
j,k
Ca(j) Cd(k)
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
∫ n∏
l=1
[
dx+l dx
−
l
(−λa(j) λd(k)GPad(x+l x−l s, b))]
×N (n)a (x+1 , . . . , x+n )N (n)d (x−1 , . . . , x−n ) , (2)
where s and b are .m. energy squared and impat parameter for the interation, GPad(x
+x−s, b)
is the un-integrated pomeron exhange eikonal (for xed values of pomeron light one momentum
shares x±), and N
(n)
a (x1, . . . , xn) is the light one momentum distribution of onstituent partons
- pomeron ends. Ca(j) and λa(j) are orrespondingly relative weights and relative strengths of
diration eigenstates of hadron a in Good-Walker formalism [17℄,
∑
j Ca(j) = 1,
∑
j Ca(j)λa(j) = 1.
In partiular, two-omponent piture (j = 1, 2) with one passive omponent, λa(2) ≡ 0, orre-
sponds to the usual quasi-eikonal approah [18℄, with λa(1) ≡ 1/Ca(1) being the shower enhanement
oeient.
Assuming a fatorized form
2
for N
(n)
a , i.e. N
(n)
a (x1, . . . , xn) =
∏n
i=1N
(1)
a (xi), one an simplify
(2):
fad(s, b) = i
∑
j,k
Ca(j) Cd(k)
[
1− e−λa(j) λd(k) χPad(s,b)
]
(3)
1
In the high energy limit all amplitudes an be onsidered as pure imaginary.
2
Here we neglet momentum orrelations between multiple re-sattering proesses [16℄.
3
χPad(s, b) =
∫
dx+dx−GPad(x
+x−s, b)N (1)a (x
+)N
(1)
d (x
−) , (4)
where the vertex N
(1)
a (x) an be parameterized as N
(1)
a (x) ∼ x−αpart(1− x)αleada , with the param-
eters αpart ≃ 0, αleadp ≃ 1.5 related to interepts of seondary reggeon trajetories [18, 19℄.
This leads to traditional expressions for total and elasti ross setions and for elasti sattering
slope:
σtotad (s) = 2 Im
∫
d2b fad(s, b) = 2
∑
j,k
Ca(j) Cd(k)
∫
d2b
[
1− e−λa(j) λd(k) χPad(s,b)
]
(5)
σelad(s) =
∫
d2b

∑
j,k
Ca(j) Cd(k)
(
1− e−λa(j) λd(k) χPad(s,b)
)
2
(6)
Belad(s) =
d
dt
ln
dσelad(s, t)
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
σtotad (s)
∑
j,k
Ca(j) Cd(k)
∫
d2b b2
[
1− e−λa(j) λd(k) χPad(s,b)
]
, (7)
where dσelad(s, t)/dt is the dierential elasti ross setion for momentum transfer squared t.
In turn, one obtains the ross setion for low mass dirative exitation of the target hadron
utting the elasti sattering diagrams of Fig. 2 in suh a way that the ut plane passes between
unut pomerons, with at least one remained on either side of the ut, and seleting in the ut plane
elasti intermediate state for hadron a and inelasti one for hadron d:
σ
LMD(targ)
ad (s) =
∫
d2b
∑
j,k,l,m
Ca(j) Ca(l)
(
Cd(k) δ
m
k − Cd(k)Cd(m)
)
×
(
1− e−λa(j) λd(k) χPad(s,b)
) (
1− e−λa(l) λd(m) χPad(s,b)
)
. (8)
The projetile single low mass diration ross setion σ
LMD(proj)
ad (s) is obtained via the replaement
(a←→ d) in the r.h.s. of (8).
In this sheme the pomeron provides an eetive desription of a mirosopi parton asade,
whih mediates the interation between the projetile and the target hadrons. At moderate energies
the underlying parton asade for the pomeron exhange onsists mainly of soft partons of small
virtualities and an be treated in a purely phenomenologial way. The orresponding eikonal an
be hosen as [8℄
GPsoftad (sˆ, b) =
γ20 (sˆ/s0)
∆
R2a +R
2
d + α
′
P
(0) ln(sˆ/s0)
exp
[
− b
2
4 (R2a +R
2
d + α
′
P
(0) ln(sˆ/s0))
]
, (9)
where s0 ≃ 1 GeV2 is the hadroni mass sale, ∆ = αP(0) − 1, αP(0) and α′P(0) are the interept
and the slope of the pomeron Regge trajetory, R2a is the Regge slope of hadron a, and γ0 stands
for pomeron oupling to onstituent partons.
At higher energies the underlying parton asade is more and more populated by quarks and
gluons of omparatively high virtualities. Dominant ontribution omes here from hard sattering
of gluons and sea quarks, whih are haraterized by small frations x±h of parent hadron light
one momenta and are thus preeeded by extended soft parton asades (soft pre-evolution),
overing long rapidity intervals, ysoft ∼ ln 1/x±h [2℄. One may apply the phenomenologial pomeron
treatment for the low (|q2| < Q20 ) virtuality part of the asade and desribe parton evolution at
higher virtualities |q2| > Q20 using pQCD tehniques, Q20 ∼ 1 ÷ 2 GeV2 being a reasonable sale
for pQCD being appliable. Thus, a asade whih at least partly develops in the high virtuality
region (some |q2| > Q20) an be desribed as an exhange of a semi-hard pomeron, the latter being
represented by a piee of QCD ladder sandwihed between two soft pomerons
3
[5, 6℄, see the 2nd
3
Similar approahes have been proposed in [2, 20℄; in general, a semi-hard pomeron may ontain an arbitrary
number of t-hannel iterations of soft and hard pomerons. The word pomeron appears here in quotes as the
orresponding amplitude is not the one of a Regge pole.
4
= +
soft Pomeron
QCD ladder
soft Pomeron
Figure 3: A general pomeron (l.h.s.) onsists of the soft and semi-hard ones - orrespondingly
the 1st and the 2nd ontributions in the r.h.s.
graph in the r.h.s. of Fig. 3. Thus, the general pomeron eikonal is the sum of soft and semi-hard
ones, as shown in Fig. 3, and we have [6, 19℄
GPad(sˆ, b) = G
Psoft
ad (sˆ, b) +G
Psh
ad (sˆ, b) (10)
GPshad (sˆ, b) =
1
2
∑
I,J=g,qs
∫
d2b′
∫
dx+h
x+h
dx−h
x−h
GPsoftaI
(
s0
x+h
, b′
)
GPsoftdJ
(
s0
x−h
, |~b−~b′|
)
×σQCDIJ (x+h x−h sˆ, Q20) . (11)
Here σQCDIJ (x
+
h x
−
h sˆ, Q
2
0) stands for the ontribution of parton ladder with the virtuality uto Q
2
0;
I, J and x+h , x
−
h are types (gluons and sea quarks) and relative light one momentum frations of
ladder leg partons:
σQCDIJ (sˆ, Q
2
0) = K
∑
I′,J′
∫
dz+dz−
∫
dp2t E
QCD
I→I′(z
+, Q20,M
2
F)E
QCD
J→J′(z
−, Q20,M
2
F)
×dσ
2→2
I′J′ (z
+z−sˆ, p2t )
dp2t
Θ(M2F −Q20) , (12)
where dσ2→2IJ /dp
2
t is the dierential parton-parton ross setion, pt being the parton transverse
momentum in the hard proess,M2F - the fatorization sale (hereM
2
F = p
2
t/4), the fator K ≃ 1.5
takes eetively into aount higher order QCD orretions, and EQCDI→I′(z,Q
2
0, Q
2) desribes parton
evolution from sale Q20 to Q
2
.
The eikonal GPsoftaI (sˆ, b), orresponding to soft pomeron exhange between hadron a and parton
I, is obtained from (9) replaing one vertex γ0 by a parameterized pomeron-parton vertex γI(z),
z = s0/sˆ, and negleting a small slope of pomeron-parton oupling R
2
I ∼ 1/Q20, whih gives
GPsoftaI (sˆ, b) =
γ0 γI(s0/sˆ) (sˆ/s0)
∆
R2a + α
′
P
(0) ln(sˆ/s0)
exp
[
− b
2
4 (R2a + α
′
P
(0) ln(sˆ/s0))
]
. (13)
Here we use [6, 19℄
γg(z) = rg (1− wqg) (1− z)βg (14)
γqs(z) = rg wqg
∫ 1
z
dy y∆ Pqg(y) (1− z/y)βg , (15)
where Pqg(y) = 3 [y
2+(1− y)2] is the usual Altarelli-Parisi splitting kernel for three ative avors.
By onstrution, the eikonal GPsoftaI (s0/x, b) desribes momentum fration x and impat parameter
5
b distribution of parton I (gluon or sea quark) in the soft pomeron at virtuality sale Q20, with the
onstant rg being xed by parton momentum onservation∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d2b
[
GPsoftag (s0/x, b) +G
Psoft
aqs (s0/x, b)
]
= 1 . (16)
Convoluting GPsoftaI with the onstituent parton distribution N
(1)
a (x), one obtains momentum
and impat parameter distribution of parton I in hadron a at virtuality sale Q20:
x f˜I/a(x, b,Q
2
0) =
∫ 1
x
dx′N (1)a (x
′) GPsoftaI
(
s0 x
′
x
, b
)
. (17)
In addition to χPad(s, b), dened by (4), (911), one may inlude ontributions of valene quark
hard interations with eah other or with sea quarks and gluons
4 χval−valad , χ
val−sea
ad , χ
sea−val
ad [6, 19℄.
In ase of valene quarks one an neglet the soft pre-evolution and use for their momentum and
impat parameter distribution at sale Q20
f˜qv/a(x, b,Q
2
0) =
qv(x,Q
2
0)
4π R2a
exp
(
− b
2
4R2a
)
, (18)
with qv(x,Q
2
0) being a parameterized input (here GRV94 [21℄).
Correspondingly, the omplete hadron-hadron interation eikonal an be written as [6, 19℄
χad(s, b) = χ
P
ad(s, b) + χ
val−val
ad (s, b) + χ
val−sea
ad (s, b) + χ
sea−val
ad (s, b)
= χPsoftad (s, b) +
K
2
∑
I,J
∫
dx+dx−
∫
dp2t
∫
d2b′ f˜I/a(x
+, b′,M2F ) f˜J/d(x
−, |~b−~b′|,M2F )
×dσ
2→2
IJ (x
+x−s, p2t )
dp2t
Θ(M2F −Q20) , (19)
where χPsoftad (s, b) =
∫
dx+dx−GPsoftad (x
+x−s, b)N
(1)
a (x+)N
(1)
d (x
−) and parton momentum and im-
pat parameter distributions f˜I/a(x, b,Q
2) at arbitrary sale Q2 are obtained evolving the input
ones (17-18) from Q20 to Q
2
:
f˜I/a(x, b,Q
2) =
∑
J=g,qs,qv
∫ 1
x
dz
z
EQCDJ→I (z,Q
2
0, Q
2) f˜J/a(x/z, b,Q
2
0) . (20)
It is noteworthy that the eikonal (19) is similar to the usual ansatz (1) of the mini-jet approah,
apart from the fat that in the latter ase one assumed a fatorized momentum and impat pa-
rameter dependene of parton distributions, i.e.
f˜mini−jetI/a (x, b,Q
2) = fI/a(x,Q
2) T e/ma (b) . (21)
In the above-desribed approah parton distributions at arbitrary sale Q2 are obtained from a
onvolution of soft and hard parton evolution, the former being desribed by the soft pomeron
asymptotis. As a onsequene, partons of smaller virtualities result from a longer soft evolution
and are distributed over a larger transverse area. On the other hand, the latter irumstane is
losely related to the hosen funtional form (9) for the pomeron amplitude, haraterized by a
Gaussian impat parameter dependene. In the mini-jet approah one typially employs a dipole
parameterization for hadroni form-fators T
e/m
a (b), whih allows to put the slope of the soft
ontribution down to zero and thus leads to the geometrial saling piture.
4
For brevity, in the following these ontributions will not be disussed expliitely. As will be shown below, the
preditions for high energy hadroni ross setions depend rather weakly on the input valene quark PDFs.
6
3 Non-linear sreening orretions
The above-desribed piture appears to be inomplete in the dense regime, i.e. in the limit of
high energies and small impat parameters for the interation. There, a large number of elemen-
tary sattering proesses ours and orresponding underlying parton asades overlap and interat
with eah other, giving rise to signiant non-linear eets. Here we are going to treat non-linear
sreening eets in the framework of Gribov's reggeon sheme [7, 8℄ by means of enhaned pomeron
diagrams, whih involve pomeron-pomeron interations [11, 12℄. Conerning multi-pomeron ver-
ties, we assume that they are haraterized by small slope R2
P
(negleted in the following) and by
eikonal struture, i.e. for the vertex whih desribes the transition of m into n pomerons we use
gmn = r3P γ
m+n−3
P
/(4πm!n!) , (22)
with r3P being the triple-pomeron oupling. Doing a replaement r3P = 4πGγ
3
P
and negleting
momentum spread of pomeron ends in the verties, for a pomeron exhanged between two verties,
separated from eah other by rapidity y and impat parameter b, we use the eikonalGP
PP
(y, b), being
the sum of orresponding soft and semi-hard ontributions GPsoft
PP
(y, b), GPsh
PP
(y, b). The latter are
obtained from GPsoftad (s0 e
y, b), GPshad (s0 e
y, b), dened in (9), (11-13), replaing the vertex fators γa,
γd by γP and the slopes R
2
a, R
2
d by R
2
P
∼ 0:
GP
PP
(y, b) = GPsoft
PP
(y, b) +GPsh
PP
(y, b) (23)
GPsoft
PP
(y, b) =
γ2
P
e∆ y
α′
P
(0) y
exp
[
− b
2
4α′
P
(0) y
]
(24)
GPsh
PP
(y, b) =
1
2
∑
I,J
∫
d2b′
∫
dy+ dy− GPsoft
PI (y
+, b′)GPsoft
PJ (y
−, |~b −~b′|)σQCDIJ (s0 ey−y
+−y− , Q20) (25)
GPsoft
PI (y, b) =
γP γI(e
−y) e∆ y
α′
P
(0) y
exp
[
− b
2
4α′
P
(0) y
]
. (26)
Similarly, for a pomeron exhanged between hadron a and a multi-pomeron vertex we use the
eikonal χPaP(y, b), dened as
χPaP(y, b) =
∫
dx N (1)a (x)
[
GPsoftaP (y − ln
1
x
, b) +GPshaP (y − ln
1
x
, b)
]
(27)
GPsoftaP (y, b) =
γ0 γP e
∆ y
R2a + α
′
P
(0) y
exp
[
− b
2
4 (R2a + α
′
P
(0) y)
]
(28)
GPshaP (y, b) =
1
2
∑
I,J
∫
d2b′
∫
dy+ dy− GPsoftaI (y
+, b′) GPsoft
PJ (y
−, |~b−~b′|) σQCDIJ (s0 ey−y
+−y− , Q20) . (29)
As an example, the ontribution of enhaned diagrams with only one multi-pomeron vertex,
whih are oupled to dirative eigenstates j and k of hadrons a and d, an be obtained using
standard reggeon alulus tehniques [7, 8, 11, 12℄: summing over m ≥ 1 pomerons exhanged
between the vertex and the projetile hadron, n ≥ 1 pomeron exhanges between the vertex and
the target, subtrating the term with m = n = 1 (pomeron self-oupling), and integrating over
rapidity y1 < Y = ln
s
s0
and impat parameter
~b1 of the vertex, as shown in Fig. 4:
χ
PPP(1)
ad(jk)(s, b) =
G
λa(j) λd(k)
∑
m,n≥1;m+n≥3
∫ Y
0
dy1
∫
d2b1
[
−λa(j) χPaP(Y − y1, |~b−~b1|)
]m
m!
×
[−λd(k) χPdP(y1, b1)]n
n!
=
G
λa(j) λd(k)
∫ Y
0
dy1
∫
d2b1
{(
1− e−λa(j) χPaP(Y−y1,|~b−~b1|)
)
×
(
1− e−λd(k) χPdP(y1,b1)
)
− λa(j) λd(k) χPaP(Y − y1, |~b−~b1|) χPdP(y1, b1)
}
. (30)
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...
...
−
n
m
y ,b
1 1
Figure 4: Lowest order enhaned graphs; pomeron onnetions to the projetile and target hadrons
not shown expliitely.
Here our key assumption is that pomeron-pomeron oupling proeeds via partoni proesses
at omparatively low virtualities, |q2| < Q20, with Q0 being a xed energy-independent parameter
[19, 22℄. In that ase multi-pomeron vertexes involve only interations between soft pomerons or
between soft ends of semi-hard pomerons, as shown in Fig. 5; diret oupling between parton
ladders in the region of high virtualities |q2| > Q20 is negleted.
+ ...= +
Figure 5: Contributions to the triple-pomeron vertex from interations between soft and semi-hard
pomerons.
As shown in [14℄, the ontribution of dominant enhaned diagrams an be represented by the
graphs of Fig. 6. With our present onventions the orresponding eikonal ontribution an be
...
...
net
net
1nΣ
m >=1, n >=01 1
m +n >=21 1
m +n >=2
2
2 2
2m >=0, n >=1
... m2
...
m1
n 2
net
...
...
n1
m 1net
net
Σ
1
1 1
1m >=1, n >=1
m +n >=3
−y ,b1 1
y ,b11
y ,b
2 2
net
Figure 6: Complete set of dominant enhaned diagrams; yi, ~bi (i = 1, 2) denote rapidity and
impat parameter positions of multi-pomeron verties, i-th vertex ouples together mi projetile
and ni target net fans.
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Figure 7: Reursive equation for the projetile net fan ontribution χneta(j)|d(k)(y,
~b1|Y,~b); y, b1 are
rapidity and impat parameter distanes between hadron a and the vertex in the handle of the
fan. The vertex (y′, b′) ouples together m projetile and n target net fans.
written as
5
χenhad(jk)(s, b) =
G
λa(j) λd(k)
∫ Y
0
dy1
∫
d2b1
{[(
1− e−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)(Y−y1,~b−~b1|Y,~b)
)
×
(
1− e−λd(k) χnetd(k)|a(j)(y1,~b1|Y,~b
)
− λa(j)λd(k) χneta(j)|d(k)(Y − y1,~b−~b1|Y,~b) χnetd(k)|a(j)(y1,~b1|Y,~b)
]
−G
∫ y1
0
dy2
∫
d2b2 G
P
PP
(y1 − y2, |~b1 −~b2|)
[(
1− e−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)(Y−y1,~b−~b1|Y,~b)
)
×e−λd(k) χnetd(k)|a(j)(y1,~b1|Y,~b) − λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)(Y − y1,~b−~b1|Y,~b)
]
×
[(
1− e−λd(k) χnetd(k)|a(j)(y2,~b2|Y,~b)
)
e−λa(j) χ
net
a(j)|d(k)(Y−y2,
~b−~b2|Y,~b) − λd(k) χnetd(k)|a(j)(y2,~b2|Y,~b)
]}
. (31)
Here χneta(j)|d(k)(y,
~b1|Y,~b) stands for the ontribution of net fan graphs, whih orrespond to ar-
bitrary nets of pomerons, exhanged between hadrons a and d (represented by their dirative
omponents j, k), with one pomeron vertex in the handle of the fan being xed; y, b1 are rapid-
ity and impat parameter distanes between hadron a and this vertex. The net fan ontribution
χneta(j)|d(k) is dened via the reursive equation of Fig. 7 [14℄:
χneta(j)|d(k)(y,
~b1|Y,~b) = χPaP(y, b1) +
G
λa(j)
∫ y
0
dy′
∫
d2b′ GP
PP
(y − y′, |~b1 −~b′|)
×
[(
1− e−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)(y′,~b′|Y,~b)
)
e−λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j)(Y−y
′,~b−~b′|Y,~b) − λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)(y′,~b′|Y,~b)
]
. (32)
Thus, one an alulate total, elasti, and single low mass diration ross setions, as well
as the elasti sattering slope for hadron-hadron sattering, with non-linear sreening orretions
taken into aount, using usual expressions (5-8), with the pomeron eikonal χPad being replaed by
the sum of χPad and χ
enh
ad(jk):
χtotad(jk)(s, b) = χ
P
ad(s, b) + χ
enh
ad(jk)(s, b) . (33)
In addition, onsidering dierent unitarity uts of elasti sattering diagrams of Figs. 2, 6, one
an obtain ross setions for various inelasti nal states in hadron-hadron interations, inluding
ones haraterized by a rapidity gap signature. While a general analysis of that kind is beyond
the sope of the urrent work and will be presented elsewhere [23℄, we inlude in the Appendix a
5
The expression for χenh
ad
(s, b) in [14℄ orresponds to the quasi-eikonal approah and to the pi-meson dominane
of multi-pomeron verties.
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Figure 8: Reursive equation for the projetile fan ontribution χfana(j)(y, b); y and b are rapidity
and impat parameter distanes between hadron a and the vertex in the handle of the fan. The
vertex (y′, b′) ouples together m projetile fans.
simplied derivation of single high mass diration ross setion, with the nal result being dened
by (48-50).
Let us also derive sreening orretions to parton (sea quark and gluon) momentum and impat
parameter distributions f˜I/a(x, b,Q
2), whih ome from diagrams of fan type [1℄. In our sheme
the general fan ontribution an be obtained solving iteratively the reursive equation of Fig. 8,
whih is a partiular ase of more general net fan equation of Fig. 7, when all intermediate verties
are onneted to hadron a only (i.e. n ≡ 0 in Fig. 7):
χfana(j)(y, b) = χ
P
aP(y, b) +
G
λa(j)
∫ y
0
dy′
∫
d2b′ GP
PP
(y − y′, |~b−~b′|)
×
[
1− e−λa(j) χfana(j)(y′,b′) − λa(j) χfana(j)(y′, b′)
]
. (34)
Then, parton distributions x f˜ scrI/a(x, b,Q
2
0) (I = g, qs) are dened by diagrams of Fig. 8 with
y = − lnx and with the down-most verties being replaed by the pomeron-parton oupling,
whih amounts to replae the eikonals χPaP(y, b), G
P
PP
(y − y′, |~b − ~b′|) in (34) by x f˜I/a(x, b,Q20),
GPsoft
PI (− lnx− y′, |~b −~b′|) orrespondingly, the latter being dened in (17), (26). Thus, averaging
over diration eigenstates of hadron a with the orresponding weights Ca(j)λa(j), we obtain
x f˜ scrI/a(x, b,Q
2
0) = x f˜I/a(x, b,Q
2
0) +G
∑
j
Ca(j)
∫ − ln x
0
dy′
∫
d2b′ GPsoft
PI (− lnx− y′, |~b−~b′|)
×
[
1− e−λa(j) χfana(j)(y′,b′) − λa(j) χfana(j)(y′, b′)
]
. (35)
Parton distributions f˜ scrI/a(x, b,Q
2) at arbitrary sale Q2 are obtained substituting f˜J/a(x, b,Q
2
0) in
(20) by f˜ scrJ/a(x, b,Q
2
0) as the initial onditions for sea quarks and gluons.
Let us nally obtain dirative parton distributions, whih are relevant for dirative deep
inelasti sattering reations, when a large rapidity gap, not overed by seondary partile pro-
dution, appears in the proess. First, we have to obtain the ontribution of unitarity uts of
the fan diagrams of Fig. 8, whih lead to a rapidity gap of size ygap between hadron a and the
nearest partile produed after the gap. Introduing a generi symbol for the dirative ontribu-
tion 2χdiffra(j)(y, b, ygap) as a fork with broken handle, applying AGK utting rules [15℄ to the 2nd
graph in the r.h.s. of Fig. 8, and olleting ut diagrams of dirative type, we obtain for 2χdiffra(j)
the reursive equation shown in Fig. 9:
2χdiffra(j)(y, b, ygap) =
G
λa(j)
∫
d2b′
{[
1− e−λa(j) χfana(j)(ygap,b′)
]2
GP
PP
(y − ygap, |~b−~b′|)
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Figure 9: Reursive equation for the dirative fan ontribution χdiffra(j)(y, b, ygap); y, b are rapidity
and impat parameter distanes between hadron a and the vertex in the handle of the fan,
ygap is the size of the rapidity gap. Dot-dashed lines indiate the position of the ut plane; ut
pomerons are marked by rosses.
+
∫ y
ygap
dy′ 2λa(j) χ
diffr
a(j)(y
′, b′, ygap) G
P
PP
(y − y′, |~b−~b′|)
×
[
exp
(
−2λa(j) χfana(j)(y′, b′) +
∫ y′
ygap
dy˜ 2λa(j) χ
diffr
a(j)(y
′, b′, y˜)
)
− 1
]}
. (36)
The rst graph in the r.h.s. of Fig. 9 is obtained when the ut plane passes between the fans
onneted to the vertex (y′, b′) in Fig. 8 (in whih ase we have y′ = ygap), with any number but at
least one fan remained on either side of the ut. Correspondingly the 2nd diagram appears when
the ut goes through at least one of the fans, produing a rapidity gap of size ygap inside. Then,
the vertex (y′, b′) is oupled to the dirative "fan" χdiffra(j)(y
′, b′, ygap) and to any number m ≥ 0 of
unut fans, eah of whih may be positioned on either side of the ut. Also, any number n ≥ 0 of
additional diratively ut fans may be onneted to this vertex, provided all of them produe
rapidity gaps larger than ygap: y˜i ≥ ygap, i = 1, ..., n. Finally, the last graph in the r.h.s. of Fig. 9
is to subtrat the pomeron self-oupling ontribution (m = n = 0).
In turn, dirative PDFs xxP f
diffr
I/a (x, xP, Q
2
0) are obtained from diagrams of Fig. 9 with y =
− lnx, ygap = − lnxP, replaing the down-most vertex by pomeron-parton oupling (replaing the
eikonal GP
PP
in (36) by GPsoft
PI ), averaging over dirative eigenstates of hadron a, and integrating
over impat parameter b:
xxP f
diffr
I/a (x, xP, Q
2
0) = 4πGγP x
−∆
∑
j
Ca(j)
∫
d2b′
{
1
2
γI
(
x
xP
)
x∆
P
[
1− e−λa(j) χfana(j)(− ln xP,b′)
]2
+
∫ − ln x
− ln xP
dy′ γI
(
x ey
′
)
e−∆y
′
λa(j) χ
diffr
a(j)(y
′, b′,− lnxP)
×
[
exp
(
−2λa(j) χfana(j)(y′, b′) +
∫ y′
− ln xP
dy˜ 2λa(j) χ
diffr
a(j)(y
′, b′, y˜)
)
− 1
]}
. (37)
At arbitrary sale Q2 we thus have
fdiffrI/a (x, xP, Q
2) =
∑
J=g,qs
∫ 1
x/xP
dz
z
EQCDJ→I (z,Q
2
0, Q
2) fdiffrJ/a (x/z, xP, Q
2
0) . (38)
It is noteworthy that (37-38) are only appliable for high mass diration (β = x/xP ≪ 1), as at
moderate β dominant ontribution omes from the so-alled qq¯ diration omponent [24℄, whih
is negleted here.
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4 Results and disussion
The obtained formulas have been applied to alulate total, elasti, and single diration proton-
proton ross setions, elasti sattering slope Belpp(s), as well as proton inlusive and dirative SFs
F2/p(x,Q
2), F
D(3)
2/p (x, xP, Q
2). The latter are given to leading order as
F2/p(x,Q
2) =
∑
I=q,q¯
e2I x f
scr
I/p(x,Q
2) + F
(c)
2/p(x,Q
2) (39)
F
D(3)
2/p (x, xP, Q
2) =
∑
I=q,q¯
e2I x f
diffr
I/p (x, xP, Q
2) . (40)
Here we use f scrI/p(x,Q
2) =
∫
d2b f˜ scrI/p(x, b,Q
2), f˜ scrI/p(x, b,Q
2) being dened by (20) with f˜ scrJ/a(x, b,Q
2
0)
(see (35)) as the initial onditions for sea quarks and gluons; fdiffrI/p (x, xP, Q
2) are given in (37-38).
The harm quark ontribution F
(c)
2/p(x,Q
2) has been alulated via the photon-gluon fusion proess
[25℄, using mc = 1.3 GeV for the harm quark mass, and negleted in the dirative struture
funtion. Single diration proton-proton ross setion has been alulated as a sum of the low
and high mass diration ontributions, σSDpp (s) = 2 σ
LMD(targ)
pp (s) + 2 σ
HMD(targ)
pp (s, ygap), the two
latter being dened in (8), (50) orrespondingly. To ompare with experimental data, the size of
the rapidity gap for the high mass diration has been determined from the ondition that the
quasi-elastially sattered proton looses less than 5% of its energy, ygap = − ln 0.05.
Conerning the parameter hoie, we used two-omponent diration sheme with one passive
omponent, λp(2) = 0, and with the standard value of the shower enhanement oeient λp(1) =
1/Cp(1) =
√
1.5 [18℄. It turned out that a reasonable agreement with data ould be ahieved even
for a rather low virtuality uto Q20 = 1 GeV
2
for semi-hard proesses; for the other parameters
we obtained αP(0) = 1.15, α
′
P(0) = 0.075 GeV
−2
, γp = 5.6 GeV
−1
, R2p = 2.15 GeV
−2
, γP = 0.5
GeV
−1
, G = 0.18 GeV2, βg = 1, wqg = 0.22. The results for σ
tot
pp , σ
el
pp, B
el
pp, and F2/p are plotted
in Figs. 10, 11. For omparison we show also the same quantities, alulated without enhaned
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Figure 10: Total and elasti proton-proton ross setions (left) and elasti sattering slope (right)
as alulated with (solid lines) and without (dashed and dot-dashed (negleting valene quark
input) lines) enhaned diagram ontributions. Dotted line orresponds to σtotpp (s), alulated using
only the fatorized ontribution of semi-hard proesses χ
sh(fact)
pp (s, b), as explained in the text. The
ompilation of data is from [26℄.
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Figure 11: Proton SF F2/p(x,Q
2) alulated with (solid lines) and without (dashed and dot-dashed
(negleting valene quark input) lines) enhaned graph orretions, ompared to data of the ZEUS
forward plug alorimeter [27℄.
diagram ontributions, i.e. using the eikonal χpp(s, b), given in (19), and the PDFs f˜I/p(x, b,Q
2),
dened by (20), (17-18). It is noteworthy that our analysis, being devoted to high energy behavior
of hadroni ross setions and to the low x asymptotis of SFs, is rather insensitive to input PDFs
of valene quarks qv(x,Q
2
0) (see (18)). For the illustration, we repeated the latter alulation
negleting the input valene quark distribution, i.e. setting qv(x,Q
2
0) ≡ 0; the results are shown in
Figs. 10, 11 by dot-dashed lines. As is easy to see, the obtained variations are very moderate in
the range of interest.
In Figs. 12, 13 the alulated proton dirative SF F
D(3)
2/p and single diration proton-proton
ross setion σSDpp are ompared to experimental data; the partial ontributions of low and high
mass diration are also shown in Fig. 13. In general, a satisfatory agreement with measurements
is observed both for the dirative DIS ontribution and for the soft hadroni diration. The
obtained energy rise of σSDpp (s) is somewhat steeper than observed experimentally, due to the rapid
inrease of the low mass diration ontribution, as seen in Fig. 13. This is a onsequene of using
the simple passive omponent (quasi-eikonal) approah, whih leads to a proportionality between
σelad and σ
LMD
ad , i.e. σ
LMD
ad (s)/σ
el
ad(s) ≡ const, as one an see from (6), (8). Employing a general
multi-omponent sheme with more than one ative omponent, one an substantially redue the
energy dependene of the low mass diration ontribution and improve the agreement with data.
It is noteworthy that the obtained moderate energy rise of the high mass diration omponent is
not only due to the usual suppression of rapidity gap topologies by the elasti form-fator, but also
due to the unitarization of the bare ontribution of diratively ut graphs, whih originates from
additional re-sattering proesses on both projetile and target hadrons; eah pomeron, onneted
to the ut multi-pomeron vertex at the edge of the gap, appears to be a handle of either ut or
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Figure 12: Proton dirative SF xP F
D(3)
2/p (x, xP, Q
2), ompared to data of the ZEUS forward plug
alorimeter [27℄.
unut net fan sub-graph, as an be seen in Fig. 23.
Let us now note the dierenes with our previous treatment [14℄, whih used only soft pomeron
ontributions and was based on the assumption of π-meson dominane of multi-pomeron verties.
Here, onsidering ontributions of both soft and semi-hard proesses and assuming a small slope
of multi-pomeron verties, we obtained an unusually small value for the soft pomeron slope. This
is beause the enhaned diagram ontribution χenhad(jk)(s, b), dened in (31), is most signiant in
the region of omparatively small impat parameters, being haraterized by a somewhat smaller
eetive slope than the one of the soft pomeron. On the other hand, the obtained values of the
pomeron interept αP(0) = 1.15 and of the triple-pomeron oupling r3P = 4πGγ
3
P
≃ 0.28 GeV−1
are not too dierent from the ones in [14℄: 1.18 and 0.18 GeV
−1
orrespondingly.
We would like to stress also an important feature of the presented approah: the full interation
eikonal (33), whih inludes the enhaned diagram ontribution (31), an no longer be expressed
in the usual fatorized form (1), (19). In partiular, non-linear sreening orretions to the ontri-
bution of semi-hard proesses an not be simply absorbed into the re-dened PDFs f˜ scrI/a(x, b,Q
2).
Signiant non-fatorizable orretions ome from graphs where at least one pomeron is exhanged
in parallel to the hardest parton sattering proess, with the simplest example given by the 1st
diagram in the r.h.s. of Fig. 5. In fat, suh ontributions play an important role for reahing the
onsisteny between total hadroni ross setions and struture funtions. For the illustration, in
Fig. 10 shown also the result for σtotpp (s), as alulated using only the fatorized semi-hard ontribu-
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Figure 13: Calulated total, high and low mass single diration proton-proton ross setions 
solid, dashed, and dotted lines orrespondingly. The ompilation of data is from [28℄.
tion χ
sh(fact)
pp (s, b), i.e. using the eikonal (19) with χPsoftpp (s, b) ≡ 0 and with the PDFs f˜I/p(x, b,Q2)
being replaed by f˜ scrI/p(x, b,Q
2). It is easy to see that in suh a ase the ross setion rises with
energy muh faster than obtained before with the full eikonal (33), even though the ontribution
of soft proesses is negleted.
To additionally larify this point, let us onsider PDFs in the low x limit, skethed in Fig. 14,
p p
p
...
(x, Q  )2 (x, Q  )2
Figure 14: Shemati view of parton distributions as "seen" in DIS (left) and in proton-proton
ollision (right). Low x parton (sea quark or gluon) originates from the initial state blob and
interats with a highly virtual probe. In proton-proton interation the initial blob itself is
aeted by the ollision proess  due to additional soft re-satterings on the target, indiated by
dashed lines.
as seen in DIS reations and in hadroni ollisions. In the former ase, depited on the left,
all non-linear orretions to parton dynamis ome from re-sattering on onstituent partons of
the same parent hadron, being hidden in the upper blob in the Figure. The orresponding
PDFs are thus desribed by fan diagram ontributions. On the other hand, in hadron-hadron
interation one enounters additional re-satterings on onstituent partons of the partner hadron,
indiated symbolially in the r.h.s. graph of Fig. 14 as dashed lines onneting the upper blob with
the target hadron. Parton asades, whih mediate these additional re-sattering proesses, may
ouple both to independent onstituents of the projetile hadron, whih would lead to the usual
multiple sattering piture of Fig. 2, or to soft parents of the given high-pt parton, as shown in
Fig. 1(right), thus modifying the initial state parton evolution. In the high energy asymptotis the
15
seond onguration dominates, being enhaned by logarithmi fators. As a onsequene, both
the interation eikonal and orrespondingly the ross setions for partiular inelasti nal states an
not be expressed via universal PDFs of free hadrons. In priniple, this is not surprising, keeping in
mind that QCD ollinear fatorization holds only for fully inlusive quantities [29℄. In the present
approah suh initial state blobs, with the re-satterings inluded, are desribed by the net fan
ontributions. The latter may be regarded as a kind of reation-dependent parton distributions,
whih are probed during interation and are thus aeted by the surrounding medium.
At the same moment, due to the AGK anellations [15℄, the above-disussed non-fatorizable
graphs give negligible ontribution to inlusive high-pt jet ross setions. Single inlusive partile
spetra are dened as usual by the diagrams of Fig. 15 [30℄, as far as higher twist eets due to nal
V(p )
cc
Figure 15: Diagrams ontributing to single inlusive ross setions; Vc(~pc) is the partile c emission
vertex from a ut pomeron.
high-pt parton re-sattering are negleted [31℄. In partiular, inlusive jet ross setions are thus
given in the usual fatorized form [32℄: as the onvolution of hadroni PDFs f scrI(J)/a(d)(x
+(−), Q2)
and matrix elements for parton emission.
It is noteworthy that the presented results have been obtained under the assumption on the
eikonal struture (22) of multi-pomeron verties. In priniple, one may restrit himself with only
triple-pomeron verties, i.e. set γP = 0 in (22). In pratial terms this would mean to replae the
onstant G by r3P/(4π γ
3
P
) and to onsider the limit γP → 0 in all the obtained formulas. However,
in suh a ase the sheme would be inomplete: one will need to inlude also the ontributions of
pomeron loop diagrams, whih ontain internal multi-pomeron verties onneted to eah other
by at least two pomerons. In the eikonal sheme these ontributions are suppressed by exponential
fators [12, 14℄, whih allowed to neglet them in the present analysis.
It is also worth reminding that throughout this work we negleted the eets of pomeron-
pomeron oupling in high (|q|2 > Q20) virtuality region. One may expet that in very high en-
ergy asymptotis those ontributions also beome signiant. However, being suppressed as 1/q4,
they should manifest themselves only in the suiently blak region of moderately small impat
parameters, where parton densities are high enough to ompensate the mentioned suppression.
Therefore, we do not expet a signiant modiation of the ross setion results obtained, when
suh ontributions are taken into aount.
In onlusion, aounting for non-linear sreening eets, one an obtain a onsistent desrip-
tion of hadroni ross setions and of orresponding struture funtions, using a xed energy-
independent virtuality uto for the ontribution of semi-hard proesses. On the other hand, a
general onsisteny is observed between soft hadroni diration and the one measured in DIS
proesses. An important feature of the proposed sheme is that the ontribution of semi-hard
proesses to the interation eikonal ontains a signiant non-fatorizable part. This irumstane
has to be taken into aount if one attempts to extrat information on parton saturation from the
behavior of hadroni ross setions. On the other hand, by virtue of the AGK anellations the
orresponding diagrams do not ontribute to inlusive parton jet spetra and the sheme preserves
the QCD fatorization piture.
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Appendix
We are going to derive ontributions of dirative uts of general enhaned graphs of Fig. 6. It
is onvenient to start from the analysis of unitarity uts of net fan diagrams of Fig. 7. One an
separate them in two lasses: in the rst sub-set ut pomerons form a fan-like struture, some
examples shown in Fig. 16 (a), (b), (); in the diagrams of the seond kind some intermediate
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Figure 16: Examples of graphs obtained by utting the same projetile net fan diagram: in the
graphs (a), (b), () we have a fan-like struture of ut pomerons (marked by rosses); in the
diagrams (d), (e) the ut pomeron exhanged between the vertex (y3, b3) and the target forms a
zig-zag with the handle of the fan. The ut plane is indiated by dot-dashed lines.
verties ontain ut pomerons onneted to the partner hadron d, see Fig. 16 (d), (e), suh that
these pomerons are arranged in a zig-zag way with respet to the handle of the fan.
Let us onsider the rst lass and obtain separately both the total ontribution of fan-like
uts 2χ¯fana(j)|d(k) and a part of it, formed by diagrams with the handle of the fan being unut (see
Fig. 16 (b)) - 2χ˜fana(j)|d(k). Applying AGK utting rules [15℄ to the general net fan graphs of Fig. 7
and olleting ontributions of uts of desirable strutures we obtain for 2χ¯fana(j)|d(k) − 2χ˜fana(j)|d(k),
2χ˜fana(j)|d(k) the representations of Figs. 17, 18, whih gives
2 χ¯fana(j)|d(k)(y1,
~b1|Y,~b)− 2 χ˜fana(j)|d(k)(y1,~b1|Y,~b) = 2χPaP(y1, b1) +
G
λa(j)
∫ y1
0
dy2
∫
d2b2
×GP
PP
(y1 − y2, |~b1 −~b2|)
{(
e2λa(j) χ¯
fan
a(j)|d(k) − 1
)
e−2λa(j) χ
net
a(j)|d(k)−2λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j)
−2λa(j) χ¯fana(j)|d(k) − 2
[(
eλa(j) χ˜
fan
a(j)|d(k) − 1
)
e−λa(j) χ
net
a(j)|d(k)−2λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j) − λa(j) χ˜fana(j)|d(k)
]
+
(
1− e−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)
)2
e−2λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j)
}
(41)
2 χ˜fana(j)|d(k)(y1,
~b1|Y,~b) = G
λa(j)
∫ y1
0
dy2
∫
d2b2 G
P
PP
(y1 − y2, |~b1 −~b2|)
×
{(
1− e−λd(k) χnetd(k)|a(j)
)
e−λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j)
[(
e2λa(j) χ¯
fan
a(j)|d(k) − 1
)
e−2λa(j) χ
net
a(j)|d(k)
−2
(
eλa(j) χ˜
fan
a(j)|d(k) − 1
)
e−λa(j) χ
net
a(j)|d(k) +
(
1− e−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)
)2]
+2
[(
eλa(j) χ˜
fan
a(j)|d(k) − 1
)
e−λa(j) χ
net
a(j)|d(k)−λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j) − λa(j) χ˜fana(j)|d(k)
]}
. (42)
Here the arguments of the eikonals in the r.h.s. of (41), (42) are understood as Xa(j)|d(k) =
Xa(j)|d(k)(y2,~b2|Y,~b), Xd(k)|a(j) = Xd(k)|a(j)(Y − y2,~b − ~b2|Y,~b); X = χnet, χ¯fan, χ˜fan. The rst
diagram in the r.h.s. of Fig. 17 is obtained utting the single pomeron exhanged between hadron
a and the vertex (y1, b1) in the r.h.s. of Fig. 7, whereas the other diagrams emerge when the 2nd
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Figure 17: Reursive equation for the ontribution 2χ¯fana(j)|d(k) − 2χ˜fana(j)|d(k) of fan-like uts of
net-fan diagrams, where the ut plane goes through the handle of the fan. Cut pomerons are
marked by rosses, the ut plane is indiated by dot-dashed lines.
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Figure 18: Reursive equation for the ontribution 2χ˜fana(j)|d(k) of fan-like uts of net-fan dia-
grams, where the handle of the fan remains unut. Cut pomerons are marked by rosses, the
ut plane is indiated by dot-dashed lines.
graph in the r.h.s. of Fig. 7 is ut in suh a way that all ut pomerons are arranged in a fan-like
struture and the ut plane passes through the handle of the fan. In graph (b) the vertex
(y2, b2) ouples together m¯ ≥ 1 ut projetile net fans, eah one haraterized by a fan-like
struture of uts, and any numbers m,n ≥ 0 of unut projetile and target net fans. Here one
has to subtrat pomeron self-oupling ontribution (m¯ = 1; m,n = 0) - graph (), as well as the
ontributions of graphs (d), (e), where in all m¯ ut fans, onneted to the vertex (y2, b2), the
handles of the fans remain unut and all these handles and all the m unut projetile net
fans are situated on the same side of the ut plane. Finally, in graph (f) the ut plane passes
between m ≥ 2 unut projetile net fans, with at least one remained on either side of the ut.
In the reursive representation of Fig. 18 for the ontribution 2χ˜fana(j)|d(k) the graphs (a), (b), ()
in the r.h.s. of the Figure are similar to the diagrams (b), (d), (f) of Fig. 17 orrespondingly, with
the dierene that the handle of the fan is now unut. Therefore, there are n ≥ 1 unut target
net fans onneted to the vertex (y2, b2), suh that at least one of the latter is positioned on the
opposite side of the ut plane with respet to the handle pomeron. On the other hand, one has
to add graph (d), where the vertex (y2, b2) ouples together m¯ ≥ 1 projetile net fans, whih are
ut in a fan-like way and have their handles unut and positioned on the same side of the ut
plane, together with any numbers m ≥ 0 of projetile and n ≥ 0 of target unut net fans, suh
that the vertex (y2, b2) remains unut. Here one has to subtrat the pomeron self-oupling (m¯ = 1;
m,n = 0) - graph (e).
Adding (42) to (41), we obtain
2 χ¯fana(j)|d(k)(y1,
~b1|Y,~b) = 2χPaP(y1, b1) +
G
λa(j)
∫ y1
0
dy2
∫
d2b2 G
P
PP
(y1 − y2, |~b1 −~b2|)
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Figure 19: Lowest order ut diagrams of zig-zag type; ut pomerons are marked by rosses.
Numbers below the graphs indiate relative weights of the orresponding ontributions.
×
{[(
e2λa(j) χ¯
fan
a(j)|d(k) − 1
)
e−2λa(j) χ
net
a(j)|d(k) +
(
1− e−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)
)2]
e−λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j)
−2λa(j) χ¯fana(j)|d(k)
}
. (43)
Comparing with (32), we see that the solution of (43) is
χ¯fana(j)|d(k)(y1,
~b1|Y,~b) ≡ χneta(j)|d(k)(y1,~b1|Y,~b). (44)
Correspondingly, using (44), we an simplify (42) to obtain
χ˜fana(j)|d(k)(y1,
~b1|Y,~b) = G
λa(j)
∫ y1
0
dy2
∫
d2b2 G
P
PP
(y1 − y2, |~b1 −~b2|)
{(
1− e−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)
)
×e−λd(k) χnetd(k)|a(j) −
(
1− eλa(j) χ˜fana(j)|d(k)−λa(j) χneta(j)|d(k)
)
e−2λd(k) χ
net
d(k)|a(j) − λa(j) χ˜fana(j)|d(k)
}
. (45)
As the summary ontribution of all uts of net fan graphs should be equal to twie the
unut one 2χneta(j)|d(k) (the total disontinuity of an elasti sattering amplitude equals to twie
the imaginary part of the amplitude), from (44) we an onlude that ontributions of dierent
zig-zag uts of net fan graphs (see the examples in Fig. 16 (d), (e)) anel eah other, whih
an be also veried expliitely [23℄. Moreover, it is possible to show that a similar anellation
takes plae for all unitarity uts of the graphs of Fig. 6, whih give rise to zig-zag sub-strutures
formed by ut pomerons, and that suh uts do not ontribute to dirative topologies [23℄. As
an illustration, let us ompare the two diagrams in Fig. 19, whose ontributions are equal up to a
sign and preisely anel eah other. The right-hand graph provides a sreening orretion to the
eikonal onguration with two ut pomerons. On the other hand, the left-hand graph introdues a
new proess, with the weight being equal to the one of the sreening orretion above, and with the
partile prodution pattern being almost idential to the previous two ut pomeron onguration;
the only dierene arises from the ut pomeron exhanged between the verties (y1, b1) and (y2, b2),
whih leads to additional partile prodution in the rapidity interval [y1, y2]. However, this interval
is already overed by partiles, whih result from the left-most ut pomeron in the two graphs.
Correspondingly, the rapidity gap struture of the event remains unhanged.
Thus, in the following we shall restrit ourselves to the analysis of tree-like uts of the diagrams
of Fig. 6, whose ontributions an be expressed via the ones of fan-like uts of net fan graphs.
Before we proeed further, let us alulate the ontributions of sub-samples of fan-like uts of
net fan graphs, whih give rise to a rapidity gap of size ≥ ygap between hadron a and the nearest
partile produed after the gap, an example shown in Fig. 16 () (ygap = y4). For simpliity,
we shall use the two omponent Good-Walker approah with one passive omponent, λa(2) ≡ 0,
Ca(1) ≡ 1/λa(1), and neglet sub-dominant ontributions of dirative uts whih leave the handle
of the fan unut (general derivation proeeds identially).
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Figure 21: Alternative representation for the ontribution 2χ¯gapa(1)|d(1) of fan-like dirative uts
of net-fan diagrams. The ut pomeron, exhanged between the verties (y1, b1) and (yk, bk), may
ontain any number k− 2 ≥ 0 of intermediate verties, eah one onneted to mi projetile and ni
target net fans; mi, ni ≥ 0, mi + ni ≥ 1, i = 2, ..., k − 1.
For the ontribution of fan-like dirative uts 2χ¯gapa(1)|d(1) we an easily obtain, similarly to
Fig. 9, the reursive representation of Fig. 20, whih gives
2 χ¯gapa(1)|d(1)(y1,
~b1, ygap|Y,~b) = G
λa(1)
∫ y1
ygap
dy2
∫
d2b2 G
P
PP
(y1 − y2, |~b1 −~b2|)
×
{[(
1− e−λa(1) χneta(1)|d(1)(y2,~b2|Y,~b)
)2
+
(
e
2λa(1) χ¯
gap
a(1)|d(1)
(y2,~b2,ygap|Y,~b) − 1
)
×e−2λa(1) χneta(1)|d(1)(y2,~b2|Y,~b)
]
e−2λd(1) χ
net
d(1)|a(1)(Y−y2,
~b−~b2|Y,~b) − 2λa(1) χ¯gapa(1)|d(1)(y2,~b2, ygap|Y,~b)
}
. (46)
It is useful to obtain an alternative representation for 2χ¯gapa(1)|d(1), onsidering expliitely all
ouplings of unut net fans to the handle of the diratively ut net fan (see Fig. 21):
2 χ¯gapa(1)|d(1)(y1,
~b1, ygap|Y,~b) =
∞∑
k=2
Gk−1
λa(1)
k∏
i=2
[∫ yi−1
ygap
dyi
∫
d2bi G
P
PP
(yi−1 − yi, |~bi−1 −~bi|)
]
×
k−1∏
j=2
[
e−2λa(1) χ
net
a(1)|d(1)(yj ,
~bj |Y,~b)−2λd(1) χ
net
d(1)|a(1)(Y−yj,
~b−~bj |Y,~b) − 1
]
e−2λd(1) χ
net
d(1)|a(1)(Y−yk,
~b−~bk|Y,~b)
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Figure 22: Cut enhaned graphs of double rapidity gap topology.
×
[(
1− e−λa(1) χneta(1)|d(1)(yk,~bk|Y,~b)
)2
+
(
e
2λa(1) χ¯
gap
a(1)|d(1)
(yk,~bk,ygap|Y,~b) − 1
)
×e−2λa(1) χneta(1)|d(1)(yk,~bk|Y,~b)
]
. (47)
Now we an obtain ontributions of dirative uts of the diagrams of Fig. 6, using (47) and
Fig. 21 to orret for double ounting of some graphs in the same manner as in [14℄ for elasti sat-
tering diagrams. In partiular, for the proess of entral diration, separated from the projetile
and the target by rapidity gaps of sizes larger or equal to ygap(1) and ygap(2) orrespondingly, we
have (see Fig. 22):
2χ2−gapad(11)(s, b, ygap(1), ygap(2)) =
G
2λa(1) λd(1)
∫ Y−ygap(1)
ygap(2)
dy1
∫
d2b1
×
[(
1− e−λa(1) χneta(1)|d(1)
)2
+
(
e2λa(1) χ¯
gap
a(1)|d(1) − 1
)
e−2λa(1) χ
net
a(1)|d(1)
]
×
[(
1− e−λd(1) χnetd(1)|a(1)
)2
+
(
e
2λd(1) χ¯
gap
d(1)|a(1) − 1− 2λd(1) χ¯gapd(1)|a(1)
)
e−2λd(1) χ
net
d(1)|a(1)
]
. (48)
Here the arguments of the eikonals in the r.h.s. of (48) are understood as χ¯gapa(1)|d(1) = χ¯
gap
a(1)|d(1)(Y −
y1,~b − ~b1, ygap(1)|Y,~b), χ¯gapd(1)|a(1) = χ¯gapd(1)|a(1)(y1,~b1, ygap(2)|Y,~b), χneta(1)|d(1) = χneta(1)|d(1)(Y − y1,~b −
~b1|Y,~b), χnetd(1)|a(1) = χnetd(1)|a(1)(y1,~b1|Y,~b). It is easy to verify that for ygap(1) = ygap(2) the expression
(48) is symmetri under the replaement (a←→ d), whih an be made obvious if we expand the
projetile diratively ut fan χ¯gapa(1)|d(1) in the last two graphs of Fig. 22 using the relation of
Fig. 21.
In turn, requiring at least one rapidity gap of size ≥ ygap between the projetile hadron and
the nearest hadron produed after the gap, we obtain the set of diagrams of Fig. 23, whih gives
6
2χ1−gapad(11)(s, b, ygap) =
G
λa(1) λd(1)
∫ Y−ygap
0
dy1
∫
d2b1
{[(
1− e−λa(1) χneta(1)|d(1)
)2
+
(
e2λa(1) χ¯
gap
a(1)|d(1) − 1− 2λa(1) χ¯gapa(1)|d(1)
)
e−2λa(1) χ
net
a(1)|d(1)
] (
1− eλd(1) χ˜fand(1)|a(1)−λd(1) χnetd(1)|a(1)
)
+
(
1− e−λa(1) χneta(1)|d(1)
)(
eλd(1) χ˜
fan
d(1)|a(1) − 1− λd(1) χ˜fand(1)|a(1)
)
e−λd(1) χ
net
d(1)|a(1)
}
, (49)
6
Stritly speaking, in the last diagram of Fig. 23 the size of the rapidity gap is larger than Y −y1. For simpliity,
this is negleted here, the eet being negligible for diration ross setions. In pratie, main ontributions to
single and entral diration ome from the rst three graphs in Fig. 23 and from the 1st and the 5th graphs
in Fig. 22 orrespondingly. Other diagrams are proportional to the third or higher power of the triple pomeron
onstant and an be negleted in the region not suppressed by the elasti from fator (see (50)). This was preisely
the reason to neglet dirative uts of net fans, whih leaved the handle of the fan unut.
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Figure 23: Cut enhaned graphs of target diration topology: projetile hadron is separated from
other seondary partiles by a large rapidity gap.
where the relation (44) was taken into aount and the arguments of the eikonals in the r.h.s. of
(49) are understood as χ¯gapa(1)|d(1) = χ¯
gap
a(1)|d(1)(Y − y1,~b − ~b1, ygap|Y,~b), χneta(1)|d(1) = χneta(1)|d(1)(Y −
y1,~b−~b1|Y,~b), χnetd(1)|a(1) = χnetd(1)|a(1)(y1,~b1|Y,~b), χ˜fand(1)|a(1) = χ˜fand(1)|a(1)(y1,~b1|Y,~b).
Now, summing over any number but at least one rapidity gap ontribution 2χ1−gapad(11)(s, b, ygap)
and over any number of elasti re-satterings, desribed by the eikonal fator 2χtotad(11)(s, b) (see
(33)), seleting in the ut plane elasti intermediate state for the projetile hadron (f. with (8)),
and subtrating entral diration ontribution, we obtain target single high mass diration ross
setion as
σ
HMD(targ)
ad (s, ygap) =
∫
d2b
{
C2a(1) Cd(1)
(
e2λa(1) λd(1) χ
1−gap
ad(11)
(s,b,ygap) − 1
)
e−2λa(1) λd(1) χ
tot
ad(11)(s,b)
−C2a(1) C2d(1)
(
e
2λa(1) λd(1) χ
2−gap
ad(11)
(s,b,ygap,0) − 1
)
e−2λa(1) λd(1) χ
tot
ad(11)(s,b)
}
. (50)
Here the entral diration term in the 2nd line of (50) is obtained summing over any number but
at least one double gap ontribution 2χ2−gapad(11)(s, b, ygap, 0) (for any size of the seond gap) and over
any number of elasti re-satterings and seleting in the ut plane elasti intermediate states for
both hadrons. Projetile single high mass diration ross setion σ
HMD(proj)
ad (s, ygap) is obtained
via the replaement (a←→ d) in the r.h.s. of (50).
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